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Sunnytek Solar Robusta Street lamp 
concept is a new generation of street 
lamps where lots of power has been 
focused to highest energy efficiency 
and longest life times with zero service. 
Lamp is developed in Sweden but 
some components are bought world 
wide. Led comes from USA.

Robusta street lamps are 
available in a grid design where we can 
replace old lamps or when a cable 
power design is preferred. Here we 
have what appears to be the best 
Lumen / W ratio and offers more light 
to less power than almost ant other 
lamp on market. We can ge 180 
Lumen / W for a complete lamp. Life 
time expectancy is 30 years and we offer 10 years warranty.

Robusta Solar street lamps have the same chassis but we 
have a solar panel and a long life battery inside so no cables are 
needed. The high efficiency design increase reliability for the lamp 
when there is limitations un sunshine. One unique feature is that we 
offer 2 battery solutions. One have about full 10 years life time 
between replacement and one have 15-20 years life cycle.
Short data Led emitter of COB special design to get best 

efficiency up to 232 Lm/W out of the led array
Square beam pattern match street light demands best
L70 life time for Led array over 300 000 hours and 
high quality led driver is MIL Specified.
Intelligent led driver and integrated timer and light 
switch
Integrated lightning protection 1000 Volt 4KA
Injection casted aluminum casing IP 65 encapsulated.

Licence production of street and solar street lamps.
Sunnytek offers a solution for local production of the Robusta led lamps in a very simple way. Local 
production and service is a very good 
combination in many ways. Long time 
cooperation and a “Hakuna Matata” 
thinking is easier if we cooperate this way.
The lamp factory is an assembly plant 
than produce lamps for a specific 
geographic area. Factory staff is about 
5-10 employed and it can make over 5000 
lamps / month if needed. The factory get 
prepared kits in containers where all parts 
are available and fully checked befor 
delivery. Space is about 500 M2 and a 
small area needs to have some 
preparations for a clean room 
environment.
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